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SUNDANCE |  TOP  FE ATURES

For more information and to take a virtual 
walk-through, visit www.heartlandrvs.com

Super Store It & Stow It System - Redesigned 
dinette, bed base, and wardrobe offers the ultimate 
storage solutions, free flowing dinette offers more 
feet space and the option of storing bags or totes, 
dinette seats lift up for storage games and other 
essentials, bed allows for easy in and out storage 
of luggage coupled with the lift up strut system for 
blankets and pillows, new valet entrance in each 
bed side wardrobe will allow the option of charging 
devices and C-PAP machine access, Sundance 
colossal pass through storage will accommodate all 
your camping needs.

Comfort Décor Collection - Urban loft décor gives 
the modern feel with two tone color kitchen, roller 
night shades for ultimate privacy, woven flooring 
in place of carpet in slide outs , dream dinette for 
effortless transition to make into a bed, New AirRV-
Vection oven.   

Performance Package - All Sundance models come 
standard with: Power tongue jack and power jack 
stabilizers for easy set up for all campers, each model 
is back up camera prepped, Wi-Fi prep, back wall ladder 
prepped, and tire pressure monitoring prepped to allow 
you to add these options easily, entry steps are fold 
down solid step with large assist grab handle for easier 
transition in and out of the coach, outside kitchens 
come with griddle stove, larger awnings on all coaches 
make for the perfect outdoor space.

Sundance Solar Flair - All Sundance units come solar 
prepped with multiple factory options to add solar 
panelS, 30 AMP charge controller standard, upgrade 
options with 1 -190 watt panel or 2- 190 watt panels as 
well as 2000 watt inverter, exploring your horizons with 
off the grid camping has never been so accessible.

For Every Adventure - Sundance travel trailer line 
offers floor plans for all your adventures, off-road or 
on the road, Sundance has you covered from 23’ fully 
accessible hatchback door with rugged tires, A side 
patio ramp toy hauler, opposing slide kitchen island to a 
36 foot rear bunk model



SUNDANCE |  FLOOR PL ANS

LENGTH   30´11˝  |  HEIGHT   10´11˝
HITCH   760 LBS  |  DRY  6,000 LBS
GVWR   7,760 LBS  |  SLEEP CAPACITY   7 - 8

LENGTH   30´10˝  |  HEIGHT  10´11˝
HITCH   780 LBS  |  DRY   6,020 LBS
GVWR   7,780 LBS  |  SLEEP CAPACITY   5 - 6

262RB 265BH

LENGTH   25´11˝  |  HEIGHT   10´11˝
HITCH - 520 LBS  |  DRY   5,240 LBS
GVWR   7,520 LBS  |  SLEEP CAPACITY  3 - 4

LENGTH   26´11˝  |  HEIGHT - 10´11˝
HITCH   540 LBS  |  DRY - 5,180 LBS
GVWR    7,540 LBS  |  SLEEP CAPACITY - 5-6

222RB 231ML 241BH
LENGTH   27´7˝  |  HEIGHT - 10´11˝
HITCH   520 LBS  |  DRY  5,320 LBS
GVWR   7,520 LBS  |  SLEEP CAPACITY   7-8

242RK 243SR 255BH
LENGTH   29´9˝  |  HEIGHT   11´2˝
HITCH   546 LBS  |  DRY   5922 LBS
GVWR   7846 LBS  |  SLEEP CAPACITY   7 - 8

LENGTH   28´11˝  |  HEIGHT   10´11˝
HITCH   440 LBS  |  DRY   5,520 LBS
GVWR   7,440 LBS  |  SLEEP CAPACITY   5 - 6

LENGTH   28´11˝  |  HEIGHT   10´11˝
HITCH   TBD LBS  |  DRY   TBD LBS
GVWR   TBD LBS  |  SLEEP CAPACITY   5 - 6

LENGTH   32´10˝  |  HEIGHT   11´2˝
HITCH   520 LBS  |  DRY   6,520 LBS
GVWR   9,320 LBS  |  SLEEP CAPACITY   9+

278BH 291QB
LENGTH   31´11˝  |  HEIGHT   10´11˝
HITCH   700 LBS  |  DRY   6,040 LBS
GVWR   7,700 LBS  |  SLEEP CAPACITY   9+

LENGTH   26´6˝  |  HEIGHT   10´11˝
HITCH - 380 LBS  |  DRY   5,000 LBS
GVWR   7,380 LBS  |  SLEEP CAPACITY   3 - 4

221RB181MD 211MB
LENGTH   22´  |  HEIGHT   10´11˝
HITCH   TBD LBS  |  DRY   TBD  LBS
GVWR   TBD LBS  |  SLEEP CAPACITY   TBD

LENGTH   22´  |  HEIGHT  10´11˝
HITCH   TBD LBS  |  DRY   TBD LBS
GVWR   TBD LBS  |  SLEEP CAPACITY   TBD 
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Our new mobile app, MyHeartland RV, allows 
Heartland owners to store their RV information, 
monitor warranty statuses, and access how-to 
videos and camping checklists on the go.

Available for download today.

MYHEARTLANDRV
M A N A G E  Y O U R  R V

H E A R T L A N D  E X C L U S I V E S

All Hear t land RVs come standard 
with SOL – Powered by the Sun 
prep. With three solar opt ions 
to choose from, you can have a 
solar package that supplements 
your t ypical energy use, or go for 
a higher t ier that powers your RV 
when you camp of f-gr id.

Let The Sun
Power You
Standard Prep on all units

heartland.com/solar

E xclusive to Hear t land, The Vault provides central 
housing for 12V wir ing connect ions. I t a l lows 
owners to disconnect 12V power going from your 
bat ter y to the RV, keeping your bat ter y in the 
same charge state as when you cut power.

A Single Location for 12V Wiring 
and Power Reset Breakers

Your authorized Heartland dealer:

Hear tland RV – Industr y Leading Technology

Product information is as accurate as possible as of the date of publication. Due to Heartland’s commitment to continuous product improvement, floor plans, materials, components, features, measurements, specifications, Product information is as accurate as possible as of the date of publication. Due to Heartland’s commitment to continuous product improvement, floor plans, materials, components, features, measurements, specifications, 
options, etc. are subject to change at any time without notice or obligation. In certain conditions, some additional equipment may be needed. Photos may show optional equipment or props used for photography purposes options, etc. are subject to change at any time without notice or obligation. In certain conditions, some additional equipment may be needed. Photos may show optional equipment or props used for photography purposes 
only. Heartland has listed the approximate base weight of the trailer without the optional equipment included. Optional equipment will impact the weight of the trailer. Please locate the weight sticker attached to the trailer you only. Heartland has listed the approximate base weight of the trailer without the optional equipment included. Optional equipment will impact the weight of the trailer. Please locate the weight sticker attached to the trailer you 
are considering for the most accurate trailer weight. Tow Vehicle Caution: Owners of Heartland recreational vehicles are solely responsible for the selection and proper use of tow vehicles. All customers should consult with the are considering for the most accurate trailer weight. Tow Vehicle Caution: Owners of Heartland recreational vehicles are solely responsible for the selection and proper use of tow vehicles. All customers should consult with the 
motor vehicle manufacturer or their dealer concerning the purchase and use of suitable tow vehicles for Heartland products. Heartland disclaims any liability or damages suffered as a result of the selection, operation, use, or motor vehicle manufacturer or their dealer concerning the purchase and use of suitable tow vehicles for Heartland products. Heartland disclaims any liability or damages suffered as a result of the selection, operation, use, or 
misuse of a tow vehicle. Heartland’s limited warranty does not cover damage to the recreational vehicle or the tow vehicle as a result of the selection of the tow vehicle Overall length for a Fifth Wheels is defined as the body misuse of a tow vehicle. Heartland’s limited warranty does not cover damage to the recreational vehicle or the tow vehicle as a result of the selection of the tow vehicle Overall length for a Fifth Wheels is defined as the body 
length of the trailer excluding hitch meaning bumper to the cap. The overall length for a Travel Trailer is defined as the body length of the trailer including hitch, meaning bumper to hitch/pin) It does not include the rear ladder of length of the trailer excluding hitch meaning bumper to the cap. The overall length for a Travel Trailer is defined as the body length of the trailer including hitch, meaning bumper to hitch/pin) It does not include the rear ladder of 
the spare tire. Optional pin boxes will affect overall length. REV 01/23the spare tire. Optional pin boxes will affect overall length. REV 01/23


